Amazing Grace  
Music by John Newton  
Arranged by Spencer Gay after Peter Edvinsson

\[ J = 59 \]

```
G       G       G       C
\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{A}\text{m}\text{a}\text{z}\text{i}\text{n}\text{g}\text{ grace!} \\
\text{H}\text{ow}\text{ sweet}\text{ the}
\end{array}\]\n
\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{G}\text{ sound}\text{ That}\text{ saved}\text{ a}\text{ wretch}\text{ like}\text{ me!}
\text{I}
\end{array}\]\n
\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{G}\text{Bar II}\text{ G}\text{Bar II}\text{ C}\text{ G}
\text{once}\text{ was}\text{ lost, but}\text{ now}\text{ am}\text{ found}\text{ Was}
\end{array}\]\n
\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{G}\text{ D6}\text{ G}
\text{blind, but now I see.}
\end{array}\]\n```